“Unlike many films in this genre, One Year Later moves its protagonist out of the clinical environment and into an inspiring world of nature, the senses and human connection.”

- Lucia Mauro, Writer-Director

**OUR AUDIENCE**

- PATIENTS
- SURVIVORS
- CAREGIVERS
- ADVOCATES
- DOCTORS
- NURSES
- MEDICAL STAFF
- MEDICAL STUDENTS
- ANYONE AFFECTED BY CANCER

Filmmaker Lucia Mauro has partnered with the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition (NOCC), which has a presence at our events and distributes awareness materials.

“One Year Later is an excellent example of how we affect awareness through the arts. We are so pleased to partner with Lucia Mauro and use the platform of her film to stimulate conversations in the community about cancer patients’ quality of life. Lucia’s film has spurred such rich conversations between medical professionals and cancer thrivers. Although each person’s cancer journey is unique, the relationships portrayed in One Year Later are believable, relatable and, in a sense, universal.”

- Karen L. Young, Illinois Chapter Manager, National Ovarian Cancer Coalition

www.oneyearlaterfilm.com

lucia@luciamauro.com

435 W. Diversey Parkway, Suite 2
Chicago, IL 60614

Uplifting Event
for Individuals Affected by Cancer

ONE YEAR LATER

Film Screening & Discussion
Experience a screening of

**One Year Later**

...a film by ovarian cancer survivor and award-winning writer-director Lucia Mauro. The one-hour feature film chronicles a woman’s healing, life-affirming journey to the Italian Alps one year after completing cancer treatment. It addresses the emotional side of cancer survivorship and the process of moving on. The type of cancer is not specified in the film, making it appropriate for a vast range of audiences.

**EVENT FEATURES**

- Opening Remarks
- Film Screening
- Q&A with filmmaker Lucia Mauro
- Special guests from the medical community sharing new developments in cancer care (both physical and emotional)

**Testimonials**

“One Year Later shows us that individuals diagnosed with cancer can lead vital and fulfilling lives.” -- Ronald K. Potkul, MD, FACS/FACOG, Loyola Medicine

“Exceptional film…realistically captures the emotions that a cancer survivor goes through.” – Ruben J. Rucoba, MD, FAAP, Medical Director of Wheaton Pediatrics & stem cell transplant recipient

“The focus of One Year Later is simply compelling. As a nurse, I see true value in Lucia Mauro's work. – Margaret Faut Callahan, CRNA, PhD, FNAP, FAAN, Provost, Health Sciences Division, Loyola University Chicago

“The film provided a welcoming environment for our members to connect and find a common ground to discuss the lesser-known, non-clinical issues they face.” – Lorna A. Carlson, Coordinator, Rockford Area Cancer Support Group, & cancer survivor

“A beautiful and enduring work of art...one which will undoubtedly benefit countless people affected by cancer.” – Jerome M. Klafta, MD, Anesthesia & Critical Care, University of Chicago Medicine

“One Year Later embodies simplicity, character and a resilient soul.” – Shoreh Shahabi, MD, Northwestern Medicine

“The movie was absolutely beautiful. I walked away so proud of the journey that I get to walk alongside others who are people with cancer, and not cancer patients.” – Bess Paull, OCN, Oncology Nurse, Loyola Medicine

**PROGRAMS/PACKAGES**

1. **Film Screening and Discussion**, which may or may not be part of a fundraiser for advancing cancer research, held at a medical facility. Can be hosted by the medical facility and a cancer support group, or offered as a special event during a symposium or conference.

   **Duration**: 2 hours to 2 ½ hours, depending on the components of the program.

   **Fee**: $500.00 honorarium, plus travel, accommodations and meal stipend.

2. **Film Screening and Discussion** for volunteer-based cancer support groups. Often takes place in a conference room with smaller groups and offers an opportunity for one-on-one conversations.

   **Duration**: 90 minutes.

   **Fee**: $250.00 honorarium, plus travel.

3. **Film Screening and Discussion** for medical and nursing students in a medical school’s classroom or auditorium.

   **Duration**: 90 minutes.

   **Fee**: $400.00 honorarium, plus travel, accommodations, meal stipend.